NORTH AMERICAN STEEL
EASYUP 7000 Steel Shelving

MANUFACTURERS OF
STEEL STORAGE SYSTEMS

APPLICATIONS:
Long Span shelving ideal for
bulky / heavy loads:
- Industrial
- Auto Parts storage
- Banker Boxes
- Two-Tier Mezzanine

SECTION 10 56 13

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:
Components:
1.

Upright 1” x 1½” tubular posts manufactured from 12 gauge
cold rolled steel with slots on 2” centres and a half slot at the
top of the post for a flush mounted top shelf. Posts shall be
usable as common posts.

2.

‘Z’ shaped frame connectors: 14 gauge cold rolled steel with
two (2) hooks and locking tab.

3.

Front and back beams: cold rolled steel 1” high semi-v shaped
with one (1) hook at each end for intermediate levels.

4.

Medium duty or heavier beams: 12 or 13 gauge HRS must be
used top and bottom. Minimum two (2) hooks each end.

5.

Shelves: 5/8” thick industrial grade 42 lbs. test particle board
and be designed to take the loading specified in the
construction notes. Additional capacities per level achieved by
use of shelf supports and tie bars.

6.

Endframes: consisting of two (2) posts and required number of
frame connectors to give a capacity of 9000 lbs. per
endframe.

7.

Installation: No nuts & bolts or clips required.
Four (4) basic components only: Upright, Frame connector,
Beams and Shelves. Shelves are adjustable on 2” centres.
Frame connectors have two (2) hooks at each end for easy
squaring. Beams have double hooks on each end are tight
fitting for rigidity. Shelves are easily adjustable, even after
assembly. Particle board is the same size for Easyup 7000
and Easyup 5000 series. Slot screwdriver for turning Tabs
and Safety lock and mallet are the only tools needed to
assemble.

8.

Strength: Strong enough for Mezzanines and High-Rise
applications. Four (4) types of beams to a maximum capacity
of 2,000 lbs UDL. Posts may be doubled for High-rise and
Multi-tier Mezzanines.

APPEARANCE:
- Clean looking with
common square front
post
- Standard Colour: Grey
with Particle&MDF board,
plywood or steel shelving
- No bracing allows full
accessibility from all sides
- Variety of accessories

ACCESSORIES:
- Foot plates, post caps and
top / bottom safety clips,
provided on each section if
required
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